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SUMMARY  

Every brand wants to command loyalty and drive preference.  But how 
to do that in a highly competitive market, especially one where 
consumer behavior is outright promiscuous? 
 
This case tells the story of how haircare brand Seda managed to stay 
relevant to its consumers, by going beyond hair talk.  Instead of 
competing for attention by launching new products, the brand looked 
where no competitor looked before: an empty shampoo bottle. 
 
Breaking away from the category’s product-oriented mindset, Seda 
offered a service that exchanged discarded packaging for cell-phone 
credits – an expensive and desired item for young Brazilian women. At 
the same time, the brand helped women get involved with a valued 
theme to them: sustainability. 
 
With the launch of Seda Recharge Station, the brand gained 
competitive advantage by bonding with consumers, moments before 
they were even thinking of buying new shampoos.  In addition, Seda 
gained market share and sustained its leadership by proving itself 
relevant not only to consumer’s hair, but in their lives.  

THE CREATION OF A SERVICE TO RECHARGE 
CONNECTION WITH CONSUMERS,  
WHEN THE PRODUCT ENDS 
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CONTEXT  HAIRCARE CATEGORY.  
EVERYTHING BUT SMOOTH. 
  
Personal appearance is a big deal for Brazilians.  
 
The country has the 3rd largest personal care, hygiene and cosmetics 
industry in the world, and is solely responsible for 9.4% of global 
consumption1.  
 
Competition is tough and the Unilever market leader,  
Seda, was feeling the pressure.  
 
Despite being a beloved brand, with a 40 year-tradition, it was losing 
some share every year and struggling to maintain high sales levels. 

TARGET CONQUERING STATUS, SHELF BY SHELF.  
  
The intense competition mirrored  
Brazil’s new economic scenario.  With more money in their 
pockets, Brazilians started to unveil a new world of product 
consumption possibilities.  
 
Women were eager to consume. Technology, formulas, design. 
Anything new would attract the target and drive experimentation.   
 
Consumer behavior was increasingly promiscuous in 
most consumer goods categories.  
 
To remain a major player, Seda was focusing on product innovation 
and communication campaigns that seduced the target with their 
new launches. 
 
The problem was everyone else was doing the same.  
 

Source: 1. Associação Brasileira de Higiene Pessoal, Perfumaria e Cosméticos (ABIHPEC) 



COMPETITIVE  
LANDSCAPE  

TRYING TO DIFFERENTIATE,  
THEY BECAME THE SAME 

Aware of the target’s desire for the new, the whole haircare category 
was on an innovation run to launch shampoo formulas.   
 
Brands that managed to release and communicate a fresh new 
technology or ingredient first, were temporarily rewarded with 
consumer preference.  
 
It was both a business pattern, and a communication one.  
Campaigns followed a problem-solution, product-oriented message: 
a hair strand issue, solved by an amazing component with some sort 
of emotional benefit to wrap up.  
 
Visuals, tones, demos - all trying to be unique, but 
following  the exact same codes. In the end,               
the differences were all invisible to the consumer.  
 
It became a matter of who screamed louder, with the largest budget.   

Caption: example of POS, in which shampoos are hard to differentiate.  



THE PROBLEM THE PREMIUM TASTE 

Local behavior in the hair category tangled things up further for Seda.  
 
Brazilian women believe that a shampoo stops being effective over 
time.  They rarely buy the same shampoo after it ends, rotating it with 
a few others.  Completing the ‘rotation’, they buy the first shampoo 
in the cycle.  
 
With increasing options and the desire to try new brands,  
the cycle to re-use Seda started taking longer.   
 
Sometimes, it was broken:  as Seda is a popular brand and women 
were trying premium options, with more advanced formulas            
and ingredients.  
 
Adding value to Seda shampoo bottles was getting tougher.  
 



FIRST 
INGREDIENTS  

LET’S SEE WHAT  
WE HAVE HERE  
  
To fight fierce competition, Unilever decided to launch Seda Natural 
Recharge, a range of shampoos with natural ingredients that gently 
strengthens strands. The goal was clear:  increase Seda’s market    
share and relevance. 
 
Brazil’s campaign was to be based on a global concept: while contact 
with nature recharges energy, the ingredients in Seda recharges hair. 
A 360o campaign was planned to launch the product on TV, print, 
digital and social media.  
 
However, we realized that despite calling attention to the 
product with the category launch, there was a risk Seda 
would be tangled up with other products released over 
the same period.   
 
We believed this wouldn’t be enough to keep Seda in 
consumers’ heads.  
 
So we decided to listen closer to their thoughts. 
 

PACKSHOTS	  



THE STUDY FOLLOWING THE CIRCLE OF NATURE 

We designed a qualitative research, with consumer focus groups, to 
understand the affordances Seda Natural Recharge could offer the 
brand. 
 
We were surprised with what we learned.  
 
We expected to discuss functional hair issues like strength, shine and 
emotional topics like confidence and beauty. But when stimulating 
the target to talk about their relation with natural ingredients, 
something else sprung up in conversation.  
 
While discussing the gentleness of natural ingredients 
for the hair, conversation shifted to a different 
direction: how aggressive people are to nature.   
 
The environment gives us so much, and we just don’t give anything 
back. How long will we keep producing endless trash with packages? 
This was one of the topics discussed that went beyond hair concerns.  
 
In fact, we confirmed that 90% of the target worries about 
environmental issues and is keen on protecting nature2. It’s a       
growing preoccupation: Brazilian interest in sustainability rose 57%               
in two years3.  
 
While our first concern was nature inside the 
shampoo bottle, our target had a broader perspective.  
 
We realized that nature wasn’t our ingredient. 
It was our subject.   
 
 

Source: 2 - TGI BrY15w2+Y16w1    3 – Instituto Akatu 



INSIGHT  

The whole haircare category was becoming self-centered. Brands were 
spending too much time talking about their products and how amazing 
beautiful hair can make you feel.  While doing so, they were ignoring 
other interests and concerns women have.  
 
Our insight was to cut through the category pattern 
and connect with our target using discourse that would 
include but go beyond hair talk.   
  
We were well positioned to do so; Seda was about to launch a new 
range of shampoos based on natural ingredients, while consumers were 
increasingly more concerned with the environment and the planet.  
 
We would extend Seda’s connection with  
consumers through sustainability. 
 

WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ALL ABOUT HAIR? 
  



CHALLENGE HELP ME HELP YOU 

While research showed us that women were concerned with nature’s 
devastation, only 18% would change anything in their lifestyles to 
preserve the environment4.  
 
They wanted to live by sustainable values, but they 
weren’t feeling that compelled to do so.  
 
We learned that to get young Brazilian women 
involved with environmental causes, they didn’t need 
future threat, but present and individual reward.  
 
For instance, over 73% engage in reducing electricity consumption – 
which have a direct effect on their bills – however only 12% bother to 
use reusable market bags, choosing the stores’ plastic ones5.  
 
They were willing to engage, but only if it didn’t feel 
like it compromised something in their lifestyle. 
 
Seda would help them get there.  
 
 

Source: 4 - TGI BrY15w2+Y16w1    5 – IIbid 



CREATIVE PUSHING THE BRIEF TO THE LIMIT – PART 1 
  
The creative team pushed the envelope: besides Seda’s 
communication campaign for Natural Recharge, they developed a 
service that generated value for the consumer from 
an empty shampoo bottle.   

 
 

We would  
make the enemy 

 – plastic packaging –  
our hero.  

 
 
The target would get involved due to their genuine preoccupation 
with nature and for the reward received with their participation.  
 
 
The creative team suggested mobile phone credit as 
rewards – and they nailed it.   
 
First of all,  
There is a semantic connection. The word recharge is part of the 
product’s name and is frequently used in mobile telecom. By using 
the word both in the product and in the reward, the range’s main 
benefit would be explored, at the same time we would promote a 
sustainable action and a relevant personal benefit – mobile phone 
recharges.   
 
Second of all,  
This reward made total sense: Seda’s target is completely into mobile, 
but the costs are quite expensive. Unable to commit financially with 
monthly plans, 78% of the population use prepaid credits7, recharging 
it occasionally. But credits are even more expensive: the value of 
prepaid minutes can cost up to 130% more than a plan8.  It is a 
desired item, and a perfect trigger for this action. 
 

Source: 7 – Brazilian Institute of Consumer Defense  (Idec)  8 – National Telecommunications Agency (Anatel) 



CREATIVE PUSHING THE BRIEF TO THE LIMIT – PART 2 
  
Seda Recharge Station was a recycling hub, where 
people could discard shampoo bottles and in return, 
receive prepaid credits to recharge their cell phones.   
 
The machine had a system that could read bar codes. For each bottle, 
the consumer would get R$ 1 (+- US$ 0,50 at the time) in mobile 
credits. It they were Seda bottles, the reward was double: R$ 2. 
 
WWF was a partner that increased the project’s credibility.  
 

PACKSHOTS	  

Caption:  
1 – Pass the  bar code of the empty package here.  
2 –Insert the package. 
3 – Remove the bonus code to recharge your phone.  
   
 



CREATIVE It was placed at Republica Metro Station, in São Paulo, where 400,000 
people go through daily. The station had billboards announcing where 
the recharge station was located. There was communication inside the 
trains too.  The recycling hub’s visuals and all of its communication 
followed Seda Natural Recharge’s key visuals, including packshot images.  
 
 

PARABÉNS, 
VOCÊ ACABA DE AJUDAR 
A PRESERVAR O PLANETA.

#RECICLAGEMSEDA

PROMOÇÃO VÁLIDA APENAS PARA OS PLANOS PRÉ PAGOS OU CONTROLE DAS OPERADORAS VIVO, CLARO, 
TIM E OI E PÓS PAGOS DAS OPERADORAS VIVO E CLARO DE ACORDO COM O REGULAMENTO. EM CASO DE 

DÚVIDAS CONSULTE O REGULAMENTO EM WWW.UNILEVER.COM.BR OU LIGUE GRÁTIS PARA 0800XXXX

Figure 1. Sample of ad placed at the tube station,  
inviting people to  exchange bottles for bonus  
at Seda’s recycling hub, and mentioning WWF. 
   
 

Figure 2. message displayed on the machine, after participation. 
‘Congratulations, You’ve just helped to preserve the planet. #recyclingseda’.  



RESULTS SEDA’S CONNECTION WITH THE TARGET 
 IS RECHARGED  
  
The idea to cut through the category discourse and media patterns 
proved right: Seda got R$ 1.4 mi in press coverage, over 3 times what 
it got during its last product launch. Seda recharge station coverage 
went beyond national frontiers and got articles in outlets like 
Contagios and PSFK.  More notably, it was covered in most target 
outlets–, which Seda wouldn’t have reached with product talk alone.  
 
 

The repercussion added to 10 times over the 
investment in the hub station. 

 
 
 
 

Investment 
R$ 141.000 

Media Coverage Value 

R$ 1.450.000 





RESULTS It also impacted sales levels: after a month with the station 
in the subway, with all the media covering it,  
Seda Natural Recharge sales grew 24%,  
which was primordial for Seda to maintain leadership.  
And the TV campaign was not even being aired at the time.  
 
Our target insight was also on the right track: the number of 
packages placed at the recharging station doubled 
every week. It was a matter of letting people know how easy it is  
to help the environment and how immediately beneficial it can be.   
 
Consequently, Seda is now spreading new 
Recharging Stations across Brazil.  
 
 
HELPING THE ENVIRONMENT  
HELPED SEDA.  
 
HELPING THE ENVIRONMENT  
FULFILLED PEOPLE’S DESIRE.   
 
THE TRUTH: IT’S AMAZING HOW  
NATURE CAN RECHARGE YOU.  
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